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We present spectra of hyperfine resolved vibrational levels of the A 1 S 1
u and 1 S g states of Li2 and Li2
obtained via photoassociation of colliding ultracold atoms in a magneto-optical trap. A simple first-order
perturbation theory analysis accurately accounts for the frequency splittings and relative transition strengths of
all observed hyperfine features. Assignment of the hyperfine structure allows accurate determination of a
vibrational level center of gravity, which significantly decreases the experimental uncertainty of vibrational
energies. Differences in the spectra of 6Li2 and 7Li2 are attributed to quantum statistics. The 1 3 S 1
g series
obeys Hund’s case b b S coupling and the hyperfine constant is extracted for both isotopes.

PACS number~s!: 33.15.Pw, 32.80.Pj, 33.20.Kf, 31.30.Gs

Photoassociative spectroscopy of ultracold atoms is a
powerful technique for probing long-range, high-lying vibrational levels of diatomic molecules with high precision @1#.
In this technique, a photoassociation laser is tuned to resonance between the unbound state of two colliding groundstate atoms and a bound excited-state vibrational level. For
temperatures below 1 mK, which are easily attainable in
laser-cooled optical traps, Doppler broadening is negligible
and the spread in kinetic energies of the colliding atoms
contributes an amount to the spectral width that is comparable to the natural linewidth of the transition. The high resolution inherent to this technique has enabled observations of
molecular hyperfine structure in the singly excited electronic
states of Li2 @2,3#, Na 2 @4–6#, and Rb 2 @7,8#. Numerically
calculated adiabatic potentials incorporating hyperfine interactions have aided the assignment of electronic states @9# and
the modeling of line shapes @10# in the photoassociation
spectrum of Na 2 . In this paper, we identify the relevant hyperfine quantum numbers for photoassociative spectra
of 6Li2 and 7Li2 reported previously @2# and show that the
relative splittings and transition strengths of every hyperfine
feature can be understood by simple analysis.
The initial state consists of two colliding atoms, each in
the 2s atomic state. Let Wi 1 represent the nuclear spin of atom
1 and sW 1 be its electronic spin, so that Wf 1 5 Wi 1 1sW 1 is the total
angular momentum of atom 1. Similarly, Wf 2 is the total angular momentum of atom 2. The total molecular spin angular
W 5 Wf 1 1 Wf 2 . The electronic orbital angular momomentum is G
mentum LW and the nuclear orbital angular momentum lW
combine to form the total molecular orbital angular momenW . The set of relevant quantum numbers is
tum N
u LNM N ( f 1 f 2 )GM G & , where L is the projection of LW on the
W
internuclear axis and M N and M G are the projections of N
W
and G on a laboratory fixed axis. The initial states are superpositions of eigenstates of the total electronic spin
SW 5sW 1 1sW 2 , so the colliding atoms interact via both the
3 1
X 1S 1
g and the a S u ground-state molecular potentials. In
these states, L is zero. At zero magnetic field, the M N and
M G states are degenerate in energy. For simplicity, we therefore represent each initial state with just the four quantum
numbers N, f 1 , f 2 , and G.
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We consider only collisions between identical isotopes for
which the eigenstates have definite symmetry upon atom exchange. Since 7 Li consists of an even number of spin-1/2
particles ~seven nucleons and three electrons!, it is a composite boson, while 6 Li is a composite fermion. For bosons,
the eigenstates must be symmetric upon exchange, while for
fermions, they must be antisymmetric. Thus only certain spin
states are possible given a particular orbital state. For 7 Li,
i53/2, so in the 2s 1/2 ground state, f 51 or 2, while for
6
Li, i51, giving f 51/2 or 3/2. For both lithium isotopes,
~odd! even N levels are ~anti!symmetric and spin states with
G5 f 1 1 f 2 , f 1 1 f 2 22, or f 1 1 f 2 24 are symmetric. Thus,
for states where f 1 5 f 2 , exchange symmetry requires
N1G to be even for either isotope. For states where f 1
Þ f 2 , properly normalized and symmetrized states are
1/ A2 @ u N f 1 f 2 G & 1(21) N1G11 u N f 2 f 1 G & ], which we will
denote by u N f 2 f 1 G & 6 .
The atomic hyperfine interaction energies are given by
3 (7)
7
E 1 52 45 a (7)
Li and E 1/252a (6)
2s and E 2 5 4 a 2s for
2s and
1 (6)
(7)
6
are
the
2s
E 3/25 2 a 2s for Li, where a 2s and a (6)
1/2 atomic
2s
hyperfine constants for 7 Li and 6 Li, respectively. The energies are relative to the ‘‘center of gravity’’ of the 2s 1/2
ground state, which would be the energy of the 2s 1/2 state in
the absence of hyperfine interactions. The energy of the initial free state is the sum of the energies of the colliding
atoms, i.e., E N f 1 f 2 G 5E f 1 1E f 2 if the small kinetic energy of
the collision is neglected. The weak coupling between Wf 1
and Wf 2 is ignored, so that there is no energy dependence on
G. The relevant initial energy levels for both isotopes are
shown in the lower portions of Figs. 1 and 2.
The excited molecular levels observed for 6Li2 and 7Li2
3 1
correspond to the A 1 S 1
u and 1 S g singly excited states,
which correlate asymptotically with the 2s 1/212p 1/2 atomic
states @2#. We consider vibrational levels for which the molecular interaction is large compared to the atomic spin-orbit
interaction. In this Hund’s case ~b! regime the orbital and
spin angular momenta decouple @11# and lW again couples
W . The magnetic hyperfine interaction for
with LW to form N
Hund’s case ~b! diatomic molecules was treated theoretically
by Frosch and Foley @12#.
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FIG. 1. Energy-level diagram for the molecular hyperfine levels of 6Li2.

For the 1 3 S 1
g excited state, the dominant hyperfine interW
W
action is bS • I , where SW is the electronic spin, WI 5 Wi 1 1 Wi 2 is
the nuclear spin, and b is due largely to the Fermi contact
W and
term of the s g 2s orbital @13#. Since L50 and the SW •N
WI •N
W interactions are small because the nuclear rotation is
relatively slow, the Fermi-contact interaction dominates over
all other fine and hyperfine interactions, making the total
W 5SW 1 WI a good quantum number (b b S coupling
spin G
scheme! @12,13#. The set of relevant quantum numbers is
therefore u LNM N (SI)GM G & , where L50 for S states, and
M N and M G are again degenerate at zero magnetic field. We
will represent each final state with the quantum numbers
N, S, I, and G. Thus each rotational level is split into hyperfine sublevels with energies
b
E NSIG 5 @ G ~ G11 ! 2S ~ S11 ! 2I ~ I11 !# .
2

~1!

The b b S coupling scheme has been identified in spectra of
3 1
the 1 3 D g state of 7Li2 @14# and the 2 3 S 1
g , 3 S g , and

1

A22 d f 1 f 2

7
4 3S 1
Li2 @15#. For the singlet states, since
g states of
S50, there is no first-order hyperfine splitting. The relevant
ground- and excited-state energy levels are shown in Figs. 1
and 2.
Exchange symmetry requires that the eigenstates be symmetric or antisymmetric upon exchange of the identical nuclei, for nuclei of integer or half-integer spin, respectively.
For 1 3 S 1
g states the ~odd! even N levels are ~anti!symmetric
and for A 1 S 1
u states the ~even! odd N levels are ~anti!symmetric upon exchange of nuclei @16#. The nuclear spin part of
each eigenstate for i 1 5i 2 is symmetric for I5i 1 1i 2 ,
i 1 1i 2 22, . . . , 0.The quantity E NSIG 2E N f 1 f 2 G gives the energy of a transition relative to the ground-state center of
gravity, when the energy of the collision is neglected.
This analysis also gives relative transition strengths. For a
dipole transition between sigma states DG50 and
DN561. For a particular N to N 8 transition, the strength is
proportional to the square of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient
between initial and final spin states

@ ^ f 1 f 2 G u 6 ~ 12 d f 1 f 2 ! ^ f 2 f 1 G u # u SIG & 5 @~ 22 d f 1 f 2 !~ 2 f 1 11 !~ 2 f 2 11 !~ 2S11 !~ 2I11 !# 1/2

where the large parentheses indicate a 9-j symbol. The symmetry of the 9-j symbol introduces the selection rule that
u N f 1 f 2 G & 1 states will connect to excited states with
S1I1G odd and u N f 1 f 2 G & 2 states will connect to states
with S1I1G even @17#. Furthermore, the photoassociation
strengths depend on the relative populations of the initial
atomic hyperfine states and the 2G11 degeneracy for each
initial quantum state with total spin G. We introduce two
parameters to account for the populations of the atomic
ground-state hyperfine levels: r (7) is the ratio of the number

S D
s1

i1

f1

s2

i2

f2

S

I

G

,
~2!

of atoms in the f 52 hyperfine level to the number of atoms
in the f 51 hyperfine level for 7 Li and r (6) is the ratio of the
number of atoms in the f 53/2 hyperfine level to the number
of atoms in the f 51/2 hyperfine level for 6 Li.
In the experiment, lithium atoms are confined in a
magneto-optical trap ~MOT! @18#. The apparatus used to trap
lithium is described in previous publications @2,19#. A laser
beam directed through the trapped atom cloud produces photoassociation as it is tuned into resonance between an unbound state of two colliding atoms and a bound molecular
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FIG. 2. Energy-level diagram for the molecular hyperfine levels of 7Li2.

excited state. The excited-state molecule can radiatively decay into a bound ground-state molecule or an unbound
ground state of higher kinetic energy. Both decay channels
can lead to trap loss since ground-state molecules no longer
interact with the trapping lasers and unbound decay products
usually have sufficient energy to escape the trap. A photodiode monitors the trap-laser-induced fluorescence of the cloud
of trapped atoms, which is a relative measure of the number
of atoms in the trap. Photoassociation is detected as a decrease in this fluorescence.
The relative frequency of the photoassociation laser is
measured using a Fabry-Pérot cavity spectrum analyzer calibrated with a Michelson-type wavemeter @2#. The MOT lifetime was between 15 and 60 s on the various days that the
data were taken. Because the trap lifetime determines the rate
at which the trap fills with atoms and since the detection
system measures the relative number of atoms, the rate at
which the photoassociation laser is scanned will affect the
width and shape of the spectral features. The expected line
shape of the low-frequency side of the s-wave photoassociation features is Boltzmann due to the thermal distribution of
free atoms and zero velocity corresponds to the peak photoassociation signal @10#. The line shape of the high-frequency
side of the feature should be Lorentzian as it is dominated by
the natural width of the transition @10#. Since we scan the
photoassociation laser from low frequency to high, this scantime broadening has the effect of increasing the width of the
high-frequency side of the feature, making the observed
peaks appear more symmetrical. For the scan rates in the
data presented here, 5–30 MHz per trap lifetime, this effect
does not appreciably shift the peak of the signals. This was
verified experimentally by changing the scan rates and is also
consistent with a line-shape model that takes into account the
thermal distribution, natural width, and the experimental
scan-time broadening. The relative peak positions in each
scan, which are the important parameters for this analysis,
are unaffected by this artifact.
We have obtained 31 hyperfine and rotationally resolved
spectra of 23 different vibrational levels, ranging from
7
v 562 to 84, of the 1 3 S 1
g state of Li2. An example of a
high-resolution spectrum with N51 is shown in Fig. 3. Because of the ultralow collision energies only N50,1,2 rotational levels are observed. Equation ~1! was applied to the

frequency splittings of each spectrum and b was allowed to
vary in a least-squares fit to the data. The weighted average
of the 31 independent measurements gives b592.460.8
MHz. In the long-range Heitler-London approximation,
where electron overlap is ignored, the hyperfine constant b
can be simply related to the atomic hyperfine constants. The
dominant contribution to b comes from the hyperfine interaction of the 2s 1/2 ground state. In this approximation, the
effective hyperfine interaction is b 1 sW 1 • Wi 1 1b 2 sW 2 • Wi 2 , where
b i is the Fermi contact interaction for each electron. Evaluated in the Heitler-London basis, where the molecular state is
a superposition of equal contributions of atomic 2s and 2p
states, b 1 5b 2 5 21 a 2s . The hyperfine Hamiltonian can be expressed as
H5
5

a 2s
~ sW • Wi 1sW • Wi !
2 1 1 2 2

S

D

a 2s 1
1
SW • WI 1 ~ sW 1 2sW 2 ! • ~ Wi 1 2 Wi 2 ! .
2 2
2

~3!

The second term in H mixes singlet and triplet states @20#
and can be neglected when the energy difference between
singlet and triplet levels is large compared to the hyperfine
interaction, as it is for all levels considered here. Therefore,
b. 14 a 2s or 100.5 MHz for 7 Li @13#. The difference between
this simple estimate and the measured value of b is presumably due to the contribution of the 2 p orbital and to higherorder hyperfine interactions. For comparison, previous experiments on other molecular states of 7Li2, where the Fermi
contact term was also the dominant hyperfine interaction,
found b to be 98.664 MHz for the 1 3 D 1
g state @14#,
state,
and
95.663
MHz for the
96.262 MHz for the 2 3 S 1
g
state
@15#.
3 3S 1
g
The simple model for transition strengths, expressed by
Eq. ~2!, was applied to the spectrum of Fig. 3, where r (7) was
a fitted parameter that was found to be 2.5. Previously, r (7)
was determined for our MOT by measuring absorption of a
weak probe beam for a variety of trap parameters and was
found to be between 2.5 and 3.5 @21#, in reasonable agreement with the best-fit value obtained here. The value of r
depends on the relative optical pumping rates between the
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FIG. 3. Resolved hyperfine structure of the v 564, N51 level of the 1 3 S 1
g state of Li2. Trap-laser-induced atomic fluorescence is
detected as a function of photoassociation laser frequency. Transitions result in a decrease in fluorescence. The initial and final state quantum
numbers for each transition are identified with the notation u N f 1 f 2 G & → u NSIG & . Due to the selection rules, N51 to N51 transitions are not
allowed. The circles indicate the predicted relative frequency and intensity of the photoassociation signals. The dashed line indicates the base
line for the calculated signal intensities. The transitions u 0123& 1 → u 1133& and u 0121& 1 → u 1111& are degenerate and the corresponding
transition strength is calculated to be the sum of the strengths of the respective transitions. For this spectrum, b591.562.2 MHz and
r ( 7 ) 52.5.

ground-state levels produced by the trapping lasers and is not
necessarily equal to the statistical ratio 5/3. Because of the
effect of quantum statistics, only excited states with
I51 or 3 are observed.
Hyperfine structure is also resolved for the 1 3 S 1
g state of
6
Li2 where 16 spectra of 9 different vibrational levels
( v 559–73! were obtained. To our knowledge, these are the
first hyperfine resolved spectra of 6Li2. An example is
shown in Fig. 4. Again, a least-squares fit of b is done to
reproduce the frequency splittings and r (6) is fit to reproduce
the relative transition strengths. The weighted average of b
for the 16 independent spectra is 39.460.9 MHz, which can

(6)
be compared with 41 a (6)
is
2s 538.0 MHz. The value of r
found to be 2.0 for the spectrum in Fig. 4, which compares
well with a previous absorption measurement for similar trap
conditions which resulted in r (6) .2. Again, the effect of
quantum statistics is evident in the spectra, as only transitions to excited states with I51 are observed.
There is no excited-state hyperfine structure for the
A 1S 1
u state. A high-resolution scan of one vibrational level
for 7Li2 is shown in Fig. 5. Rotational structure and structure
due to the ground-state hyperfine splittings are evident. It has
been predicted that the effect of a d-wave resonance may be
observed in the photoassociative spectra of the A 1 S 1
u state

FIG. 4. Resolved hyperfine structure of the
6
v 564, N51 level of the 1 3 S 1
g state of Li2; the
the notation is the same as in Fig. 3. For this
spectrum, b53963 MHz and r ( 6 ) 52.0.
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FIG. 5. Hyperfine and rotational structure of the v 589 level of the A 1 S 1
u state of Li2. The predicted relative frequency and intensity
of the photoassociation signals are shown with squares for transitions involving N50 final states, circles for N51 final states, and diamonds
for N52. The N50 to N51, N51 to N50, and N51 to N52 transitions are normalized separately. Degenerate transitions are summed
as described in Fig. 3. The rotational splittings are given by BN(N11), where B is the rotational constant that is fit to the data. The
rotational splitting between the N51 and N52 levels for this vibrational level is coincidentally nearly the same as the ground-state atomic
hyperfine splitting. For this spectrum, r ( 7 ) 52.6 and B50.198 GHz.

of 7Li2, for collision energies near 16 mK @22,23#. While we
observe no evidence of the resonance in this spectra, it is
reasonable to assume that the atomic gas is too cold, since a
previous time-of-flight measurement gave a temperature of 2
mK @24#. A high-resolution scan of one vibrational level for
6
the A 1 S 1
u state of Li2 is shown in Fig. 6. Rotational structure and structure due to the ground-state level splittings are
evident. With hyperfine splittings smaller than that for 7Li2,
the rotational structure is completely resolved.
We have identified all rotational and hyperfine features
observed in high-resolution photoassociative spectra of the
1 1
6
7
1 3S 1
g and A S u states of Li2 and Li2 using a simple first-

order perturbation theory analysis for both the relative splittings and intensities of the hyperfine levels. First-order perturbation theory is appropriate for this system because the
molecular levels under investigation exist primarily in the
long-range asymptotic regime, where electron wave-function
overlap is small. Furthermore, there are no nearby degenerate
levels of different molecular states that could perturb the
observed levels. The usefulness of the first-order perturbation theory for analyzing hyperfine structure of long-range
molecular states was also recently demonstrated for the highest vibrational levels of the Na 2 ground state in comparisons
with a coupled-channels calculation in the hyperfine basis

FIG. 6. Hyperfine and rotational structure of
6
the v 583 level of the A 1 S 1
u state of Li2. As in
Fig. 5, squares denote transitions involving
N50 final states, circles for N51, and diamonds
for N52. For this spectrum, r ( 6 ) 52.2 and
B50.205 GHz.
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@20#. This ability to identify hyperfine structure will facilitate
more accurate determinations of the energies of vibrational
levels, which when combined with recent spectroscopic data
6
on the lower vibrational levels of the A 1 S 1
u state of Li2
@25# will allow for more accurate extraction of atomic dipole
moments from photoassociative spectra @26#.
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